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INTRODUCTION
Do you want to quickly know if your business is growing?
Have you wondered why your Finances are not pleasing or up to your targets?
Shouldn’t you be aware why your competitors are killing your accounts?
Do you want to improve your sales team performance?
Would you like to manage your work load and staff efficiently?

WallPost will think for you to answer all these questions to
“Work Smart and Work Fast”.
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You have a vision…
To bring innovation and create outstanding product
To deliver the best customer service experience
To maximize returns to your investment
To inspire your employees

But on your way up, you face lots of opportunities and challenges.
You’ll be more surprised to know recent statistics on employee’s engagement that slows down
business growth, where

70%

60%

77%

Organizations with highly engaged employees achieve.

of employees are not engaged at work.

of employees use their social media
account during work hours.
Only

18%

of managers have the right skills to supervise them.

of the workforce doesn’t know about their
company’s goals, strategies, and tactics.

2X

the annual net income

75%

of people voluntarily leaving jobs don’t quit
their jobs; they quit their bosses.

The above statistics were
taken from: dailyinfographic.com
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Our Clients' Experience
We’re confident that you don’t want to be left behind with these challenges.
Let us be your partner in the success.
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Improved business
planning and
sales forecast
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Increased
employee
retention

Improved
customer service

Operations

100%

Increased
productivity
and work efficiency

WallPost Software

Increased sales
and client base

Increased
Improved data
transparency
management
and control and remove fraud

Human Resources

Manual System

Timely project
deliveries

Lower cost
of operations
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Testimonials
I give great credit to the creators
of WallPost because they took into
consideration the hurdles business
people may face. I can now easily
generate sales reports, view the
progress of my finances on a
weekly basis, receive flags via email
and check how the employees are
doing remotely. What is much more
amazing than having an accurate
view of the progress data of my
company ahead of my morning
coffee? This software is amazing.
Benoit CERCEAU, President - Founder
Cali’Fun LLC, Los Angeles, CA, USA

WallPost has provided our
management team with a
wonderful platform tool that has
helped to reveal hidden operational
inefficiencies for our accounts
department, as well as providing
us with timely field sales reports
that have assisted management to
increase our sales productivity.
We’re now able to track and
monitor our business in a simple
and easy manner like never before.
Charles Diab, Group CEO
Smartax Network, UK

The smart phone access to wallpost
is an amazing feature and allows
time-stretched professionals like
me to quickly check the productivity
levels at any time of my choosing.
We are able to quickly take
corrective measures with the
insights provided by this amazing
tool.

The Operations has been always
clouded by problems we did not
know how to solve. Our reports
were full of errors, our projects were
crowded, making their development
hard to track and manage. With the
ability to now receive alerts via my
email about the projects and the
wonderful ability to now monitor
my employees through my smartphone, I must say that WallPost
could help many companies make
their process smarter and faster.

M. Ditta, Managing Director
U Shop Tax Free, UK

Thierry Morano Foures, CEO
Tune2Pay Solutions, France

Managing a group of companies
with different business natures
requires huge efforts, accurate
information, reports, meetings,
and lots of time to give the
appropriate decisions and
direction to my Managers. I
could not find any other software
that has the capabilities to think
for an organization and make
recommendations, comments, and
give guidance to my managers.
WallPost amazed me when I
saw how its well-crafted features
made most of the processes in the
Company quite easy and enjoyable.
Indeed “ Work Smart, Work Fast”
Mohammed Saadeh, Group CEO
VisionV Holding, Qatar

WallPost Software – a powerful Business
Intelligence platform
Business Intelligence software helps
companies gain perspective on their
business operations.
By transforming unstructured business
data from any internal source into
reportable datasets and visualizing that
data into graphs and tables that expose
valuable insights.
Business users are able to slice and dice data
on their own and make informed decisions.

Oracle Tower
17901 Von Karman Avenue
Suite 600,Irvine
California 92614
(+1) 949 556 8831
www.wallpostsoftware.com

